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A POSSIBLE RESTORATION FROM A MIDDLE PERSIAN 
SOURCE OF THE ANSWER OF JESUS TO PILATE'S 

INQUIRY 'WHAT IS TRUTH?' 

H. C. TOLMAN 

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY 

THE IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES of the Griunwedel-Le Coq expedi- 
tion to Chinese Turkestan (HIandschriftenreste in Estrangelo- 
Schrift aus Turfan, F. W. K. Muller, 1904) have restored the 
lost Manichaean literature. These Middle Persian remains 
brought rich material for philological study which has not been 
overrated in the many discussions in which their linguistic value 
has occupied chief place. Of deep historical interest are frag- 
ments of an apparently urchristliche Ueberlieferung from an 
Aramaic source of the Crucifixion (darobadageftig) of Jesus 
(Tolman, PAPA 39. xlv ff.). They are not translations from 
the extra-Canonical Gospels, especially the Petrine Gospel, as 
Muller seems erroneously to infer. Although this tradition 
appears to touch at some points that preserved in the Gospel 
of the Pseudo-Peter, yet there is abundant evidence of its absolute 
independence. We note a striking absence of anachronisms 
which betray the apocryphal narratives; e. g. pad 'e'v ambat, 
'on one of the Sabbath', i. e. 'on the first day of the week' 
(wrongly an einem Sabbatstag, Bartholomae, Zum Air. Wb. 
p. 88) corresponding to the Hebrew ?rM jnV: in place of the 
apocryphal 'on the Lord's Day', Gospel of Peter, v. 35. Marked 
differences in phraseology from that of the tradition of the 
Canonical Gospels appear; e. g. pad mu'rgvaig sar, 'at the begin- 
ning of the song of birds', describing the dawn of the day of 
Resurrection. Supplementary facts are recorded, e. g. the men- 
tion of Arsaniah among the women at the tomb, qerd Maryam 
Salotm '"t 'Arsani'dh. 

In Fragment M. 18 occur three significant words; Rasteft 
Bagpuhar 'ast which would naturally be rendered 'Truth is the 
Son of God'. Such a translation suggests that here may be 
preserved at least an echo of the reply made by Jesus to the 
familiar question of the Roman procurator, 'What is Truth?' 
The Manichaean tradition, like that of the Gospel of Peter, 
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seems to pervert the context of the immediately following decla- 
ration of Pilate respecting his innocence in the death of Jesus. 
The Petrine Gospel places it after the Crucifixion and the order 
of the Turfan fragment leads us to suppose that to the remem- 
bered words of Jesus the governor replied with the emphatic 
asseveration, ku' 'az vaniih 'aj Aim Bagputhar g6khan (gokhun, 
Muller) 'abeyad 'aherm, 'I am indeed without part in the blood 
of this Son of God'. He then issues his command for strict 
secrecy: qatriyonan va 'istratiy6tadn aj Pilatis framan '6h 
padgrift kut 'im raz 'andarz dared, 'as for the centurions and 
soldiers a command from Pilate was received for them to keep 
the order secret' (Tolman, Studies in Philology, 14. 4 ff.). 

The tradition preserved in Mt. 27. 28 correctly places Pilate's 
repudiation of guilt at the time of the trial, during which, accord- 
ing to Jn. 18. 38, the Roman governor asks the memorable ques- 
tion and immediately proclaims that he finds no evidence of 
crime in the accused. 

Let us briefly consider the word raste'ft of the significant 
phrase previously quoted. The Anc. Pers. rdsta occurs in NRa.59 
patim. tydm rdstdm md avarada, 'leave not the true path'. The 
translation bereit gemacht given by Bartholomae (Air. Wb. 
1526) who has later modified this view (WZKMV 22. 88) is not 
now confirmed by the history of the word in the Middle Per- 
sian. The coincidence of Iranian rdsta and r4sta is preserved 
in the Turfan MSS readings rastiy, radt, vira'st, viralst. Neither 
can we accept the interpretation 'right' as might be suggested 
by the New Pers. , rdst, Ossetic rast, rasth, in which case 

the Turfan sentence would mean 'The Son of God is Rectitude'. 
That the fundamental signification of Anc. Pers. rdsta is 'true' 
and that this meaning continued through the later period is 
clearly seen in the use of rast in the Turfan remains, e. g. M. 33: 
farah namaj '6 marn Maini ke 'im raz ra'st vicehaid (vicihdd, 
Muller), 'glory, honor to Lord Mani, who will teach truly this 
secret.' In five places in the fragments of the recently published 
Soghdische Texte (Mflller, 1913) it is interesting to compare 
the signification of rista, 'truly', (for e < a cf. YAv. tavah, 
'strength', New Pers. tav, tev; Middle Pers. vacar, 'market', 
Kurd. bazir). These are Mt. 10. 23; 21. 31; 25. 40: [r]jsta 
framayarmsaq zii qu-smay, 'truly I say to you'; Jn. 5. 25; 16. 
23: ris'ta ritsa framayamsaq, 'truly, truly I say'. Moreover 
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ristyq 'truth' occurs in three places: Lk. 12. 44, par rstyaq, 
'in truth'; Lk. 16. 11, rstyaq qu-snmdX-sa qe peratqa, 'who will 
entrust to you the truth?'; Lk. 24. 34, risyaq axast, 'in truth 
he is risen'. 

The apparently adverbial use of risyyaq in the last citation 
suggests the possibility of translating the Turfan phrase 'truly 
he is the Son of God'. This interpretation would show closer 
connection with the Petrine tradition which sets Pilate's protes- 
tation of innocence in answer to a similar confession provoked 
by the despair of the centurion's party. But the text before 
rstyyaq is mutilated and allows the supplement of a preposition 
making the phrase equivalent to par restyaq, 'in truth' of Lk. 
12. 44. The complete reading we may restore as follows: [par] 
risy q axas ma[x u xepaPtvanta], 'in truth our Lord is risen'. 

It seems probable that the Middle Pers. rasteft with no more 
certain evidence of its dependence on a preceding word is the 
subject of the phrase under discussion and forces Pilate to recall 
the answer of Jesus to his inquiry. The writer notes a parallel 
in the Fragments of the Manichaean Hymn Book (Mahrnamag) 
published by Muller (Abhandlungen d. kgl. Preuss. Akad. d. W. 
1912), 11. 309; 427: 

'Ased vizidagan rasetft. 
Ascend ye chosen sons of Truth. 
'Avared vizidagan rasft. 
Come ye chosen sons of Truth. 

If rasteft is to be thus taken in the Turfan fragment we can 
readily -suppose that the original reply took the form 'I am the 
Truth'. It is easy to understand how the substitution of 
Bagpuhar 'Son of God' for the personal pronoun would force 
its way into the later tradition. 
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